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Process of Name Change

Changing one’s name, including initials or even simply one letter, is more common in India than in

many parts of the arena. Given how commonplace that is, you will assume your name exchange

application system to be pretty quick. However, in reality, it is rather lengthy, with name change

paperwork to be stuffed out or even requiring a newspaper advertisement.

How to change Name?

Although it is prolonged, the process for changing your name is pretty simple. All you need to do is

recognize how it is executed, what steps need to be taken, what documents are essential for

submitting the request, and you are right to go. Examine the below-stated actions to ensure you

have everything in place to change your name to the new initials, as preferred. In this blog, you

will investigate a way to alternate names in India, name change process, gazette publication for

name alternate, gazette name exchange online expenses, change name legally in India, name

trade procedure in India, and so on.

Procedure for name change in India

There are three obligatory things, which are had to be done for authorizing the name trade:

1. Affidavit Submission: A testimony needs to be organized for the name change.

2. Advert publication: A statement needs to be published within the newspaper.

3. Gazette Notification: A notification must be published within the Gazette of India

concerning the name alternate.

Note - Gazette means – Gazette manner any form of a magazine, newspaper wherein its miles

posted officially.

1. Affidavit Submission

Step one in the prison method is affidavit submission. You want to contact a notary to do the

needful. The following steps might make the technique less complicated and more precise:

● Method your local notary and point out your request.

● The notary will give the stamp paper of the desired fee on which the affidavit for the name

exchange is made.
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● Once you’ve got the paper, you want to offer the following information: A name and New

name- current deal with, purpose for the name alternate (Astrology, numerology,

marriage, and so forth)

As soon as the affidavit is outlined on plain stamp paper, it needs to be signed by witnesses. The

criminal technique is to get it signed with the aid of persons of gazetted officer rank. Make sure

which you have their signature, together with their stamp (rubber stamp).

The process for a name trade, inside the case of a relevant authority’s employee, desires to be

executed in lieu with the Ministry of Domestic Affairs

Married ladies, who would love to change their surname or add their husband’s name as initials,

are required to offer the following info:

● Previous name with the father’s name and deal with;

● The new name with husband’s name and house address;

● Marriage date

The affidavit reflects each of your old and new names. Affidavits can be used for changing the full

name, surname, or only a few letters.

Maintain a copy of the affidavit. That is a vital report and springs in handy for any legal formalities.

For remote places Indians, who would like to trade their name, one needs to post a deed declaring

the change of name, duly signed by the Indian high commission office or the Indian Embassy.

2. Newspaper booklet

When you have made the affidavit, the next step is to post a commercial/informing within the

local newspaper that you have modified your name. You have to pick out newspapers, one

published in the reliable language of the state and the alternative, English, each day.

For instance, if you live in Madhya Pradesh, you may opt for Dainik Bhaskar and Times of

India/Hindustan instances. If you are from Tamil Nadu, you could opt for Dinakaran/Dina Thanthi

and The Hindu/Indian express.

The requirement is to select famous daily and send a request to them, stating the following

information:

● Your new name

● Your antique name

● Date of birth

Name exchange commercial instance
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The newspapers allot a column for these notifications and will be capable of guide you in this. The

layout can be had from any newspaper. Here’s a simple example. Permits expect XYZ is changing

his name to ABC.

I, XYZ, living at, have modified my name to ABC and might be known as ABC from right here on in.

I’ve submitted a sworn statement to this effect, which was signed by way of.

Once your notification is posted in the newspaper, don’t forget to collect as many copies as you

may and shop it for destiny use. Even though one unmarried replica will suffice, it is better to store

as many original newspaper advert copies as possible to be on the safer side.

3. Gazette Notification

We are nicely on the quit now, with just the name change Gazette process ultimate. As soon as

your gazette notification is posted, your name change will be legally whole.

The name trade gazette notification is obligatory for those in employment with the government

and non-obligatory for others. But, it’s miles extensive evidence of your name alternate. Since it

simply includes sending some files for a booklet, it can make sense to undergo it.

Here is what you need to do to post the Gazette notification:

● convey a duplicate of the ‘Deed changing name form’ available with the Controller of the

booklet, a branch of the brochure;

● rather, a letter of assertion from you, stating the need for changing the name will do;

● Carry original copies of commercials posted with the date. (connect each commercial);

● deliver two attested pics to make sure you cross beforehand with the procedure

uninterrupted;

● Bring cope with and identification proofs (The deal with should be similar to the only

published in the newspaper and affidavit. Any exchange of cope with might result in

rejection of utility).

But, before sending within the following information, name the Controller’s office of guide to get a

detailed account of what all want to be sent, and word it down. Also, positioned the above files in

an A4-sized envelope earlier than sending it to the below-cited cope.

The office of the Controller of the book will ship facts, with the essential copies of the Gazette on

which the commercial/Notification has regarded. Keep this secure for destiny reference.

Expenses for Gazette notification:

Now you’re a part of the work inside the name trade manner in India is over. Let us get into the

gazetted name alternate online prices. The government will print the trade of your name inside the
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Gazette. An amount charged for Gazette notifications varies –- either Rs. 700 or Rs. 900 –- relying

on whether you need a public notice or not.

You may pay the money either in cash or with the aid of a demand draft/postal order drawn in

preference of’ the Controller of eBook, branch of guide, Civil strains, Delhi – 110054’. This is the

deal you need to go to if you will be submitting it in man or woman, or you may courier/pace put

up the envelope with all details to the address referred to above. Test the internet site of the

department of eBook (authorities of India) for similar info.

Verify-in every record:

Even though your work for legalizing your name change is over, it's crucial to shop all of the

documents and use them for formally changing your name in the bank statistics, certificates, and

every other necessary file.

● The name exchange documents might come as critical while you apply or renew a passport

or another destiny transaction.

● Also, the affidavit system is over in several cases, and the Newspaper commercials for a

named alternate are over; however, the Gazette notification is still pending. Even though,

as stated in advance, the government employees have the mandatory clause for Gazette

notifications. The banks would possibly ask for a Gazette notification earlier than changing

your name inside the account.

● It is always not too late

Process for name alternate in PAN Card

PAN Card name change can be required due to several motives, including marriage, misspelled

name in PAN card, alternate name, and other reasons. Name trade online is feasible for PAN, and

the name exchange method is accessible and may be executed by filling the form for PAN Card

name trade online via TIN or NSDL. The charge for requesting a PAN card alternate is Rs.105, and in

case the PAN card needs to be mailed overseas, a different rate of Rs.866 is applicable.

Motives for a named alternate

● Marriage

● Divorce

● Dislike the present-day name

● Spiritual reasons

● Political Context

● Change of Gender

● Identification Makeover
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